Examining how the amount of training exposure affects recognition of voice identities.
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Abstract (max 300 words)
In order to fully learn a voice, a listener must be able to recognise it in all its variations. Previous
voice learning studies have found that listeners can accurately recognise new voice identities
after a short amount of training, provided the conditions are roughly the same at training and
test (Holmes et al., 2021). Yet recognition of lab-trained voices has been found to be fairly
unstable, with discrimination and identification easily disrupted by changes in speaking style
(Lavan et al., 2016; Lavan et al., 2019). Further, we recently showed a substantial disadvantage
for recognising lab-trained voices compared to personally familiar (i.e., romantic partner)
voices when they are acoustically modulated (Kanber et al., 2021). However, in our study, labtrained familiarity was based on a relatively short amount of exposure to that identity during
training – it may be that a greater degree of training might have allowed the listeners to form
more stable identity representations. Here, I will present work that addressed this issue. We
manipulated the amount of training listeners received when learning lab-trained voices and
tested their subsequent abilities to recognise acoustically modulated and unmodulated samples
of those voices. Participants were trained with either 20 or 80 stimuli per voice, and recognition
was tested on excerpts with no modulation, or a range of adjustments to glottal pulse rate (GPR)
and apparent vocal tract length (VTL). The results showed that increasing exposure can
produce overall improved accuracy for acoustically modulated voices and reduce the reliance
on low-level acoustic cues. This suggested that even a small amount of additional exposure
may be beneficial for forming voice representations. Yet the findings also provided some
evidence that task demands affected the precise patterns observed. We thus concluded that
representations of lab-trained voices remain far inferior to those observed for personally
familiar ones.
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